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Description

A RasterStack of the utilization distribution for two individual African Elephants in Etosha National Park in 2011. Cell values represent the probability density that an elephant was found at a given location within the year and the two layers contain data for the two individual elephants. Utilization distributions were generated using the adehabitatHR package from GPS tracking data. W. Kilian, W.M. Getz, R. Zidon, and M. Tsalyuk graciously provided permission to use their data for visualization purposes.

Usage

elephant_ud

Format

An object of class RasterStack of dimension 208 x 193 x 2.

Source

https://www.datarepository.movebank.org/handle/10255/move.812
References


---

fiespa_occ eBird Status & Trends Field Sparrow occurrence probability

Description

A RasterStack of the expected probability of occurrence of Field Sparrow from the eBird Status & Trends project. Each of the 12 layers in the stack represent the estimated occurrence for a given month of the year over a regular grid of points covering the full range of the species. To reduce file size, these data have been aggregated from the native 2.96 km spatial resolution and weekly temporal resolution to monthly, 14.8 km resolution.

Usage

fiespa_occ

Format

An object of class RasterStack of dimension 193 x 225 x 12.

Details

For further details on these data, and to access the data for more species, consult the documentation for the ebirdst package.

Source

https://ebird.org/science/status-and-trends

References

### fisher_ud

**Fisher utilization distributions**

**Description**

A **RasterStack** of the utilization distribution for a single fisher in New York state over the course of nine nights in April 2011. Cell values represent the probability density that the individual was found at a given location between sunset and sunrise and the nine layers represent nine nights of data. Utilization distributions were generated using the adehabitatHR package from GPS tracking data.

**Usage**

```r
fisher_ud
```

**Format**

An object of class **RasterStack** of dimension 176 x 177 x 9.

**Source**

[https://www.datarepository.movebank.org/handle/10255/move.330](https://www.datarepository.movebank.org/handle/10255/move.330)

**References**


LaPoint, S., P. Gallery, M. Wikelski, R. Kays. 2013. Data from: Animal behavior, cost-based corridor models, and real corridors. Movebank Data Repository. [https://doi.org/10.5441/001/1.2tp2j43g](https://doi.org/10.5441/001/1.2tp2j43g)

---

### legend_set

**Make an HCL legend for an unordered set of distributions**

**Description**

This function creates a legend to accompany a map describing an unordered set of distributions.

**Usage**

```r
legend_set(palette, specificity = TRUE, group_labels = NULL, return_df = FALSE)
```
Arguments

- `palette`: data frame containing a color palette generated by `palette_set`.
- `specificity`: logical indicating whether to visualize intensity and layer information for the full range of potential specificity values (i.e., 0-100) or for a single specificity value (i.e., 100). Typically, a single specificity value is appropriate for `map_multiples` visualizations.
- `group_labels`: character vector with labels for each distribution.
- `return_df`: logical indicating whether to return the legend as a `ggplot2` object or return a data frame containing the necessary data to build the legend.

Value

A `ggplot2` plot object of the legend. Alternatively, `return_df = TRUE` will return a data frame containing a data frame containing the data needed to build the legend. The data frame columns are:

- `specificity`: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
- `layer_id`: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
- `color`: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.
- `intensity`: maximum cell value across layers divided by the maximum value across all layers and cells; mapped to alpha level.

See Also

`legend_timecycle` for cyclical sequences of distributions and `legend_timeline` for linear sequences of distributions.

Other legend: `legend_timecycle()`, `legend_timeline()`

Examples

```r
# load elephant data
data(elephant_ud)

# generate hcl palette
pal <- palette_set(elephant_ud)

# create legend for palettes
legend_set(pal)
```
**legend_timecycle**  
*Make an HCL legend for a cyclical sequence of distributions*

**Description**

This function creates a legend to accompany a map describing a cyclical sequence of distributions.

**Usage**

```r
legend_timecycle(
  palette,
  specificity = TRUE,
  origin_label = NULL,
  return_df = FALSE
)
```

**Arguments**

- `palette`: data frame containing a color palette generated by `palette_timecycle`.
- `specificity`: logical indicating whether to visualize intensity and layer information for three specificity values (i.e., 0, 50, 100) or for a single specificity value (i.e., 100). Typically, a single specificity value is appropriate for `map_multiples` visualizations.
- `origin_label`: character vector with a single element to be used as the label at the 12 o’clock position of the legend wheel.
- `return_df`: logical indicating whether to return the legend as a `ggplot2` object or return a data frame containing the necessary data to build the legend.

**Value**

A `ggplot2` plot object of the legend. Alternatively, `return_df = TRUE` will return a data frame containing the data needed to build the legend. The data frame columns are:

- `specificity`: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
- `layer_id`: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
- `color`: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.
- `intensity`: maximum cell value across layers divided by the maximum value across all layers and cells; mapped to alpha level.

**See Also**

- `legend_timeline` for linear sequences of distributions and `legend_set` for distributions of distinct groups.
- Other legend: `legend_set()`, `legend_timeline()`
Examples

```r
# load field sparrow data
data(fiespa_occ)

# generate hcl palette
pal <- palette_timecycle(fiespa_occ)

# create legend for palette
legend_timecycle(pal)
```

---

**legend_timeline**  
*Make an HCL legend for a linear sequence of distributions*

**Description**

This function creates a legend to accompany a map describing a linear sequence of distributions.

**Usage**

```r
legend_timeline(
  palette,
  specificity = TRUE,
  time_labels = NULL,
  return_df = FALSE
)
```

**Arguments**

- `palette`  
  data frame containing a color palette generated by `palette_timeline`.

- `specificity`  
  logical indicating whether to visualize intensity and layer information for three specificity values (i.e., 0, 50, 100) or for a single specificity value (i.e., 100). Typically, a single specificity value is appropriate for `map_multiples` visualizations.

- `time_labels`  
  character vector with two elements to be used as labels for the start and end points of the time axis (i.e. x-axis) in the legend.

- `return_df`  
  logical indicating whether to return the legend as a `ggplot2` object or return a data frame containing the necessary data to build the legend.

**Value**

A `ggplot2` plot object of the legend. Alternatively, `return_df = TRUE` will return a data frame containing the necessary data to build the legend. The data frame columns are:

- `specificity`: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
map_multiples

- **layer_id**: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
- **color**: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.
- **intensity**: maximum cell value across layers divided by the maximum value across all layers and cells; mapped to alpha level.

**See Also**

legend_timecycle for cyclical sequences of distributions and legend_set for distributions of distinct groups.

Other legend: legend_set(), legend_timecycle()

**Examples**

```r
# load fisher data
data(fisher_ud)

# generate hcl palette
pal <- palette_timeline(fisher_ud)

# create legend for palette
legend_timeline(pal)
```

---

**Description**

This function enables visualization of distributional information in a series of small multiples by combining distribution metrics and an HCL color palette.

**Usage**

```r
map_multiples(x, palette, ncol, lambda = 0, labels = NULL, return_df = FALSE)
```

**Arguments**

- **x**: RasterStack of distributions processed by `metrics_pull()`.
- **palette**: data frame containing an HCL color palette generated using `palette_timecycle()`, `palette_timeline()`, or `palette_set()`.
- **ncol**: integer specifying the number of columns in the grid of plots.
- **lambda**: number that allows visual tuning of intensity values via the `scales::modulus_trans()` function (see Details). Negative numbers decrease apparent skew of intensity values. Positive numbers increase apparent skew of intensity values.
- **labels**: character vector of layer labels for each plot. The default is to not show labels.
- **return_df**: logical specifying whether the function should return a ggplot2 plot object (FALSE) or a data frame containing the raster data and associated cell colors.
Details
The lambda parameter allows for visual tuning of highly skewed distribution data. It is not uncom-
m mon for distributions to contain highly skewed intensity values because individuals spend a vast
majority of their time within a relatively small area or because populations are relatively dense dur-
ing some seasons and relatively dispersed during others. This can make visualizing distributions a
challenge. The lambda parameter transforms intensity values via the `scales::modulus_trans()`
function, allowing users to adjust the relative visual weight of high and low intensity values.

Value
A ggplot2 plot object of the map. Alternatively, `return_df = TRUE` will return a data frame con-
taining the raster data in data frame format along with the associated cell colors. The data frame
columns are:

- `x, y`: coordinates of raster cell centers.
- `cell_number`: integer indicating the cell number.
- `layer_cell`: a unique ID for the cell within the layer in the format "layer-cell_number".
- `intensity`: maximum cell value across layers divided by the maximum value across all layers
  and cells; mapped to alpha level.
- `specificity`: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers;
mapped to chroma.
- `layer_id`: the identity of the raster layer from which an intensity value was pulled; mapped
to hue.
- `color`: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.

See Also
Other map: `map_single()`

Examples
```
# load fisher data
data("fisher_ud")

# prepare data
r <- metrics_pull(fisher_ud)

# generate palette
pal <- palette_timeline(fisher_ud)

# produce maps
# set lambda to make areas that were used less intensively more conspicuous
map_multiples(r, pal, lambda = -5, labels = names(r))
```
map_single

**Visualize distributions in a single map**

**Description**
This function enables visualization of distributional information in a single map by combining distribution metrics and an HCL color palette.

**Usage**
map_single(x, palette, layer, lambda = 0, return_df = FALSE)

**Arguments**
- `x`: RasterStack of distributions processed by `metrics_pull()` or `metrics_distill()`.
- `palette`: data frame containing an HCL color palette generated using `palette_timecycle()`, `palette_timeline()`, or `palette_set()`.
- `layer`: integer (or character) corresponding to the layer ID (or name) of layer. A single distribution from within `x` is mapped when the `layer` argument is specified. The `layer` argument is ignored if `metrics_distill()` was used to generate `x`.
- `lambda`: number that allows visual tuning of intensity values via the `scales::modulus_trans()` function (see Details). Negative numbers decrease apparent skew of intensity values. Positive numbers increase apparent skew of intensity values.
- `return_df`: logical specifying whether the function should return a ggplot2 plot object (FALSE) or a data frame containing the raster data and associated cell colors.

**Details**
The lambda parameter allows for visual tuning of highly skewed distribution data. It is not uncommon for distributions to contain highly skewed intensity values because individuals spend a vast majority of their time within a relatively small area or because populations are relatively dense during some seasons and relatively dispersed during others. This can make visualizing distributions a challenge. The lambda parameter transforms intensity values via the `scales::modulus_trans()` function, allowing users to adjust the relative visual weight of high and low intensity values.

**Value**
A ggplot2 plot object of the map. Alternatively, with `return_df = TRUE` the function returns a data frame containing the raster data in data frame format along with the associated cell colors. The data frame columns are:
- `x, y`: coordinates of raster cell centers.
- `cell_number`: integer indicating the cell number within the raster.
- `intensity`: maximum cell value across layers divided by the maximum value across all layers and cells; mapped to alpha level.
metrics_distill

- specificity: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
- layer_id: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
- color: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.

See Also

Other map: map_multiples()

Examples

# load elephant data
data("elephant_ud")

# prepare metrics
r <- metrics_distill(elephant_ud)

# generate palette
pal <- palette_set(elephant_ud)

# produce map
# set lambda to make areas that were used less intensively more conspicuous
map_single(r, pal, lambda = -5)
Details

Specificity values range from 0 to 100. Values of 0 indicate intensity values are identical in all layers. Values of 100 indicate intensity values are restricted to a single layer. Interpretation of specificity values depends on the layers provided. If layers describe the distribution of a species at different times of the year, specificity can be interpreted as a measure of seasonality (i.e., 0 = stable year-round occurrence in a cell, 100 = highly seasonal occurrence). If layers describe space use by multiple individuals, specificity can be interpreted as a measure of exclusivity (i.e., 0 = equal use of a cell by all individuals, 100 = exclusive use by one individual).

The number of layers with non-NA values is recorded to aid interpretation of distributions. Ideally, n_layers values are identical in every cell, indicating that users have knowledge of distributions over the same area in every layer of their raster stack. When n_layers values are unequal, it indicates that users have unequal knowledge of distributions in their raster stack. Distributions are more likely to be misrepresented and misinterpreted if cells do not contain intensity values in every layer.

Value

A RasterStack with four layers:

- intensity: the maximum intensity value across all layers.
- layer_id: an integer identifying layer containing the maximum intensity value.
- specificity: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers (see Details).
- n_layers: the number of layers with non-NA values (see Details).

The maximum cell value in the stack is stored as the "maximum" attribute. The link between the layer_id and the layer names from the underlying raster is stored as a data frame in the layer_names attribute.

See Also

Other metrics: metrics_pull()

Examples

# load elephant data
data("elephant_ud")

# distill
r <- metrics_distill(elephant_ud)
print(r)

# maximum value across all layers stored as an attribute
attr(r, "maximum")
# link between layer id and name stored as an attribute
attr(r, "layer_names")
metrics_pull

Transform raster stack values to intensity values

Description

This function transforms raster stack values that describe individual distributions or species distributions into standardized intensity values. All the distributional information in the original raster stack is preserved for visualization.

Usage

metrics_pull(x)

Arguments

x

RasterStack of distributions. Layers typically contain information about the distribution of a single individual or species at multiple points in time. Alternatively, layers may contain information about the distributions of multiple individuals or species within a single time period. Other conceptualizations are possible.

Value

A RasterStack containing intensity values. Intensity values are calculated by dividing cell values in every layer by the maximum cell value in the entire stack, thus ensuring intensities are comparable across layers.

The maximum cell value in the stack is stored as the "maximum" attribute.

See Also

Other metrics: metrics_distill()

Examples

# load elephant data
data("elephant_ud")
r <- metrics_pull(elephant_ud)
print(r)
# maximum value for the stack stored as an attribute
attr(r, "maximum")
palette_set

Make an HCL palette for visualizing an unordered set of distributions

Description
This function generates an HCL palette for visualizing a small set of distributions (i.e., eight or fewer) that are not ordered in a linear or cyclical sequence (e.g., a set of utilization distributions describing space use by five separate individuals in the same population or a set of four species distributions that depend on similar food resources).

Usage
palette_set(x)

Arguments
x

RasterStack or integer describing the number of layers for which colors need to be generated.

Value
A data frame with three columns:
• layer_id: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
• specificity: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
• color: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.

See Also
palette_timecycle for cyclical sequences of distributions and palette_timeline for linear sequences of distributions.

Other palette: palette_timecycle(), palette_timeline()

Examples
# load elephant data
data(elephant_ud)

# generate hcl color palette
pal <- palette_set(elephant_ud)
head(pal)

# visualize the palette in HCL space with colorspace::hclplot
library(colorspace)
hclplot(pal[pal$specificity == 100, ]$color)
Make an HCL palette for visualizing a cyclical sequence of distributions

Description

This function generates an HCL palette for visualizing a cyclical sequence of distributions (e.g., a series of distributions describing species occurrence in each of 52 weeks of the annual cycle or a series of utilization distributions describing typical space use by an individual animal in each hour of a 24-hour daily cycle).

Usage

```r
palette_timecycle(x, start_hue = 240, clockwise = TRUE)
```

Arguments

- `x`: RasterStack or integer describing the number of layers for which colors need to be generated.
- `start_hue`: integer between -360 and 360 representing the starting hue in an HCL color wheel. For further details, consult the documentation for `colorspace::rainbow_hcl`. The default value of 240 will start the palette at "blue".
- `clockwise`: logical indicating which direction to move around color wheel. The default `clockwise = TRUE` will yield a "blue-green-yellow-pink-blue" palette when `start_hue = 240`, while `clockwise = FALSE` will yield a "blue-pink-yellow-green-blue" palette.

Value

A data frame with three columns:

- `layer_id`: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
- `specificity`: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
- `color`: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.

See Also

- `palette_timeline` for linear sequences of distributions and `palette_set` for unordered sets of distributions.

Other palette: `palette_set()`, `palette_timeline()`
Examples

```r
# load field sparrow data
data(fiespa_occ)

# generate hcl color palette
pal <- palette_timeline(fiespa_occ)
head(pal)

# visualize the palette in HCL space with colorspace::hclplot
library(colorspace)
hclplot(pal[pal$specificity == 100,]$color)
```

---

palette_timeline  Make an HCL palette for visualizing a linear sequence of distributions

Description

This function generates an HCL palette for visualizing a linear sequence of distributions (e.g., a series of utilization distributions describing space use by an individual animal across each of 20 consecutive days or a series of species distributions describing projected responses to global warming in 0.5 C increments).

Usage

```r
palette_timeline(x, start_hue = -130, clockwise = FALSE)
```

Arguments

- **x**: RasterStack or integer describing the number of layers for which colors need to be generated.
- **start_hue**: integer between -360 and 360 representing the starting hue in the color wheel. For further details, consult the documentation for `colorspace::rainbow_hcl`. Recommended values are -130 ("blue-pink-yellow" palette) and 50 ("yellow-green-blue" palette).
- **clockwise**: logical indicating which direction to move around an HCL color wheel. When `clockwise = FALSE` the ending hue will be `start_hue + 180`. When `clockwise = TRUE` the ending hue will be `start_hue - 180`. The default value `clockwise = FALSE` will yield a "blue-pink-yellow" palette when `start_hue = -130`, while `clockwise = TRUE` will yield a "blue-green-yellow" palette.

Value

A data frame with three columns:

- **layer_id**: integer identifying the layer containing the maximum intensity value; mapped to hue.
- **specificity**: the degree to which intensity values are unevenly distributed across layers; mapped to chroma.
- **color**: the hexadecimal color associated with the given layer and specificity values.
See Also

palette_timecycle for cyclical sequences of distributions and palette_set for unordered sets of distributions.

Other palette: palette_set(), palette_timecycle()

Examples

# load fisher data
data(fisher_ud)

# generate hcl color palette
pal_a <- palette_timeline(fisher_ud)
head(pal_a)

# use a clockwise palette
pal_b <- palette_timeline(fisher_ud, clockwise = TRUE)

# try a different starting hue
pal_c <- palette_timeline(fisher_ud, start = 50)

# visualize the palette in HCL space with colorspace::hclplot
library(colorspace)
hclplot(pal_a[pal_a$specificity == 100,]$color)
hclplot(pal_b[pal_b$specificity == 100,]$color)
hclplot(pal_c[pal_c$specificity == 100,]$color)
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